Abstract

This paper presents a silicon-based waveguide structure employing split ring resonators (SRRs) and distributed loss compensation mechanism suitable for fabrication. Higher phase constant is obtained by periodically loading waveguide (WG) with SRRs in sub-wavelength dimensions at the cost of extra large amount of losses. To relieve the losses problem, a circuitry is introduced in each SRR to compensate the loss while retaining the high phase constant achieved around the resonant frequency. This proposed waveguide with SRRs whose losses are compensated shows higher phase constant, lower attenuation constant and additional tunability compared to common waveguide.

1. Introduction

The development of integrated circuits promises to achieve fast a higher frequency of operation in microwave and millimeter wave (mm-Wave) frequencies. Guided-wave structures are essential for high frequencies design. To achieve high performance in limited area, low loss and miniaturized waveguiding structures are required. The performance of on-chip component is strongly restricted by fabrication specifications. And limited flexibility due to thin dielectric thickness makes it harder to improve the performance with regular transmission line designs. New structures should be brought to alleviate the performance such as defected grounds [1].

SRRs, being essential components of left hand materials, are studied extensively in the literature. Numerical simulations to study the properties of transmission property [2], effective parameters [3], and magnetic resonances of SRRs [4] were reported. The studies on SRRs are performed at different frequency regime, from multi-gigahertz (GHz) to terahertz (THz) frequencies [5], both experimentally and theoretically. Including SRR in the guided-wave structure design can change the wave propagation property along the wave travelling direction and implicitly alter the equivalent circuit model of the total structure and more importantly, the propagation constant.

In this work, the SRRs are used as loading elements along waveguide, which implicitly changes the propagation constant and the equivalent per-length capacitance and inductance of the structure. Similar to slow wave structure [1], the proposed structure shows improved phase constant and with proper sizing, adjustable characteristic impedance could be realized. The coupling of the fields with SRRs that are placed periodically, results in a high phase constant. However, additional losses are introduced and therefore degrade the attenuation property of the structure.

While achieving the short wavelength, it is vital not to lose the power of the propagating wave. Distributed amplification is shown in [6] to overcome this difficulty. In our design, since the loss caused by the currents inside the SRR increases around the resonant frequency where the desired behavior is observed, a loss compensation mechanism is employed. The idea is to use component connected to the SRRs. All in all, SRRs function not only as a loading element to the waveguide and also as an interconnection of the loss compensation circuit. Results show that the compensation technique effectively decreases the attenuation constant and further improves the phase constant in a narrow band. Another loss compensation method due to SRR can be found in [7] implemented by an active gain material for near infrared frequencies.
2. Waveguide with SRR and Active Circuit

The dimension of SRR is optimized to resonate around the frequency band of interest. The SRRs are integrated tightly with the waveguide. The loss due to the currents flowing through SRR is compensated by adding loss compensator connected to the ends at the gap of the SRR (Figure 1). The simulations are performed with commercial software that implements the finite-element method. The phase and attenuation constants are compared with the performance of passive and active structures tuned to operating at the same frequencies in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 1. The schematic of the integration of the WG and the SRR with loss compensator.

Figure 2. The comparison of the phase constant of the basis WG, of the WG with the passive SRR, and the WG with the compensated SRR.

The effect of SRR can be observed throughout the frequency band. The placement of SRR simply loads the line changing the capacitance and inductance per length. This results in the variation of the characteristic impedance and the phase constant. Around the resonant frequency of the SRR, the effective permeability and permittivity of the structure have strong frequency dependence yielding to the high phase constant. This creates the opportunity for designing a slow wave transmission line.

In Figure 3, the attenuation constants for the waveguide with various structures are compared. As clearly seen, the attenuation constant is greatly relieved and even lower than the regular wave guide for a narrow frequency range.
And among this frequency range, the phase constant of the compensated structure is more than twice that of the regular waveguide.
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**Figure 3.** The comparison of the attenuation constant of the basis WG, of the WG with the passive SRR, and the WG with the loss-compensated SRR.

### 3. Conclusions

The integration of SRR and the loss compensator with the WG in a distributed manner exhibits promising performance. It is shown that integration SRR in waveguide design improves the phase constant of waveguide at a cost of additional losses introduced. Meanwhile, compensation technique could effectively relieve the losses issue.
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